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1. Introduction 
Recently, because the market for MEMS (Micro Electro-

Mechanical Systems) has been developing rapidly, the separation of 
MEMS device design from its fabrication is expected, and the 
occasions for MEMS device design seem to be increasing. So, the 
computer-aided design system is needed for the designers who do not 
have thorough knowledge of MEMS fabrication processes because it 
is difficult for them to determine whether a given device structure can 
be fabricated well or not. 

A lot of computer-aided systems for MEMS design have been 
developed, for example, fault analysis[1], etching simulation[2], and 
integrated design systems, such as: CoventorWare[3] and 
MemsONE[4]. The integrated design systems provide etching 
simulation, integrated electromagnetic-mechanical analysis, process 
emulation, etc., based on the MEMS device model. However, almost 
all of these systems do not include a process planning function where 
feasible fabrication processes for the device can be derived. 

On the other hand, only a few prototypes of process planning 
system prototypes[4-7] for MEMS have been studied as shown in 
Table 1. However, all of them still have technical limitations. For 
example, in the systems[4,6], the geometry of the MEMS device 
structure was only expressed by 2D cross sections. In the 
systems[5,6,7], material for the device is limited to a single material, 
and the process is further restricted to surface micromachining. 
Furthermore, the systems realized[4,6] are a redesigning function of 
device geometries so that it is easier to fabricate them. Unfortunately, 
the other systems did not have such functionality. Therefore, a process 
planning system having higher planning function than those in the 
previous systems is strongly required. 

Overcoming these limitations, the following four requirements 
should be satisfied in a process planning system for the MEMS 
device. 

Requirement 1) 3D process planning ability 
2D cross-sectional representation of the device could not accurately 
express the 3D MEMS device structure. For this reason, the system 

should express a MEMS device structure using a 3D geometric 
model and should infer the progressive change of 3D geometries of 
the device in its fabrication processes. 

Requirement 2) Identification of layer materials 
The MEMS fabrication process proceeds layer by layer. However, 
in the MEMS fabrication process, only one material can be deposed 
in a single deposition process. So, the system should identify the 
difference of material in each layer, and should estimate in what se-
quence multiple materials are progressively deposed. 

Requirement 3) Treating different kinds of fabrication processes 
A MEMS device is fabricated from the combination of different 
kinds of processes, such as: isotropic and anisotropic etching or dry 
and wet etching, or the “Liga process” and “wafer junction”. For 
this reason, a process planning system should derive process plans 
composed of multiple MEMS processes. 

Requirement 4) Design for MEMS fabrication ability 
A great geometric restriction due to fabrication is imposed on a 
MEMS device geometry. For this reason, some portions of the 
device model can be automatically modified so that it is easier to 
fabricate. 

It is better to develop a process planning system that satisfies all 
of the above four requirements. However, satisfying the third 
requirement is very difficult, because the process planning algorithm 
considering all kinds of existing MEMS fabrication processes that 
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Table 1 Our algorithm and related works 
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have become very complex. On the other hand, MemsONE inverse 
design simulator[4] partly realized the third requirement. In the 
simulator, process plans of the already existing MEMS device can be 
retrieved from the process database. The process retrieval is based on 
a geometric similarity evaluation between a given device and those in 
the database. However, this system has two problems. First, the 
sufficient number of the existing fabrication processes has not been 
stored in the database. Secondly, it is highly probable that no device 
model exists in a database the geometry of which is similar to the 
given device. 

Therefore, the purpose of our study is to develop a new process 
planning system for MEMS devices which satisfies the first, second 
and forth requirements. The developed system can treat a MEMS 
device model with complex 3D geometry and made of multiple 
materials. The system has two major characteristic functions. First, all 
possible fabrication process sequences can be derived. Second, some 
portions of the device model can be automatically modified so that it 
is easier to fabricate them. Because the shape of the device is 
geometrically restricted in the MEMS fabrication processes, the 
developed functions are indispensable for process planning for the 
MEMS device. 

 In section 2, the details of the process planning method are 
described. Next, in section 3, a case study on the micro-oxide-sensor 
device is shown, and the effectiveness of the system is verified. 

2. Proposed process planning method for MEMS 
2.1 Assumption of the Process Planning 

In our study, we limited the scope of MEMS fabrication processes 
to “surface micromachining”. It is a typical fabrication process for 
many kinds of MEMS devices, which is based on layer by layer de-
positions. Fig.1 shows the fabrication process sequence of the MEMS 
hinge device model using surface micromachining. The characteristic 
of the process is that the device structure has sacrificial layers during 
fabrication. The sacrificial layers are made of a specific material 
which is different from that of structural layers, and the sacrificial 
layers have little effect on other structural layers when they are re-
moved by isotropic etching. Using the sacrificial layers enables the 
device to have hollow or moving parts. In the paper, we define “one 
process” as a chain from the structural or sacrificial layer deposition 
to the resist film removal shown in Fig.1. We refer to “a process plan” 
as a process sequence which is an ordered list of “processes”. Initial 
MEMS device model SM is given as a 3D-CAD model with an as-
sembly structure. We define the “z-direction” as the normal direction 
of a substrate surface, and the “negative-z-direction” as the opposite 
z-direction.  

2.2 Basic idea of Process Planning 
Since a MEMS device is fabricated by repeating one process to 

stack materials layer by layer towards the z-direction, the system has 
to determine a correct deposition orders of materials used in the de-
vice. So, our system performs process planning based on the process 
feature which is a clue to finding the preceding relationship of deposi-
tion order. This idea is proposed in the former paper[4]. We modified 
the idea in this case to develop a new process planning algorithm. A 
process feature is a specific set of connected faces and edges, which 
express the characteristic underside of each structural layer. 

Fig.2 shows the flow of the process planning which consists of 
the following four steps:  

(A-1) Process features in a given initial device model are extracted.  
(A-2) A set of fabrication features and a projection overlay relation-

ship matrix are generated based on the process features.  
(A-3) A set of process sequences is generated.  
(A-4) A modified device model and mask geometries fabricated by 

the one process sequence are derived. 

The modified device model MS ′ does not always have the same 
shape as the initial device model SM and can be fabricated more easi-
ly than the initial one. The details of the steps are explained in the 
sub-sections. 

2.3 Searching process features (A-1) 
An initial MEMS device model SM with 3D assembly structure 

is given in Eq.(1). 
 >=< smatEFSSM ,,,  (1) 

where S is a set of solids which corresponds to one connected 
volume of structural layers made of a single material, F a face set 
of faces in the device model, and E a set of edges in the device 
model, and ns MSmat →: is a material attribute of each solid S , 
and a set of material names nM . 

Process features are extracted based on the following steps. 
First, we search for a geometric feature set FG in the device model. 
A geometric feature )( FGgf ∈ is defined in Eq.(2). 
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where )( ksF ′ is a set of faces which belongs to a solid ks , )( ksE′ a 
set of edges which belong to ks , and mbbm ffe Î= means that bf
and mf share an edge bme . bmt fff ,, are called “top face”, “middle 
face” and “bottom face”, respectively. 

As shown in Fig.3, a geometric feature is either a bend feature 
or a sidepocket feature. They are identified according to the normal 
vector direction of )( ksF ′  and convexity/concavity of )( ksE′ . 

Next, the following three attributes for each geometric feature 
are defined: 

 Material attribute nf MGmat →:  
A material attribute value )(gfmat of a geometric feature gf

which belongs to a solid ks is made identical to the material 
attribute value )( ks smat .  

 Deposition thickness attribute +→ RGt fp :  
As shown in Fig.3, a deposition thickness attribute value )(gft p

represents the minimum distance from the topface of the geometric 
feature to a horizontal face which exists above the topface. 

 Sacrificial layer attribute },{: falsetrueGsac F →  
A sacrificial layer attribute value )(gfsac indicates, as shown in 

Fig.4, whether an open space exists below the topface of the geo-
metric feature or not. So, )(gfsac is defined as Eq.(3). 
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where )(gftopface means a topface of the gf , and }{ˆ}{ ji ff −
means the Boolean subtraction of two-face sets }{ if  and }{ jf . 

Fig.1 An overview of surface micromachining 

Fig.2 A flow of the process planning 
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As shown in Fig.4, truegfsac =)( means that a sacrificial layer 
is needed to fabricate a solid in which this geometric feature exists. 
In this case, the minimum value of the z-direction width of the mid-
dleface shown in Fig.3 is evaluated as )(gfts . 

These attributes of the geometric feature gf are inherited by a 
process feature pf , and a fabrication feature ff generated in A-2. 

In addition, the bottom feature set FB is generated. A face which 
has a normal vector of negative-z-direction and does not belong to 
any geometric features is defined as a bottom feature )( FBbf ∈ as 
shown in Fig.3 

Finally, by combining the geometric features and the bottom 
features, A process feature set FP is generated as Eq.(4). 

 FFF BGP U=  (4) 

2.4 Calculating two relationships between Process Features (A-2) 
In A-2, two geometric relationships among process features are 

calculated: 
Calculating projection overlay relationships )( por among process 

features are tested, and its result is expressed as a projection overlay 
relationship matrix }{ ijP a

F
=A . The entry ija is calculated by Eq.(5). 
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where )(z pftopface is a z-coordinate value of the topface. As for ija , 
the process features L,,, 321 pfpfpf  are arranged in ascending order 
of the )(z ipftopface . This leads to entries ija for )( ji > of

FPA being 
zero. As shown in Fig.5, truepfpfpor ji =),( shows that the projec-
tions in the z-direction of two topfaces in ipf and jpf overlap each 
other. An example of projection overlay relationship and projection 
overlay relationship matrix is shown in Fig.5. 1=ija in the projection 
overlay relationship matrix

 FPA means that the process feature ipf
must be deposed before the process feature jpf is done. 

A strongly coupled relationship )(scr  is calculated. The relation-
ship means that an identical face is shared among more than two 
process features, and is evaluated by Eq.(6). 
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where )( ipfF ′ is a set of faces which belong to a process feature ipf . 

As shown in Fig.6, because the process features ipf and jpf are 
generated by the same deposition process, if truepfpfscr ji =),( , 
these process features are combined into one fabrication feature

},{ jik pfpfff = in the fabrication feature set FF . Furthermore, the 
process features belonging to the same fabrication feature are also 
considered to have implicitly strong coupled relationships. 

2.5 Process sequence generation (A-3) 
2.5.1 Precedence relationship digraph generation 

The projection overlay relationship matrix }{ lmF c
F
=A among fa-

brication features is calculated based on a projection overlay relation-
ship matrix

FPA among process features. Entry lmc is calculated by 
Eq.(7) based on the projection overlay relationship matrix entry ija . 

 ijffpfffpflm ac
mjli

　
∈∈
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,  (7) 

where∨ is logical sum. 

After that, a precedence relationship matrix }{ lmF b
F
=B  is calcu-

lated where the “redundant” relationships in projection overlay rela-
tionship have been removed. In order to do this, lmc substituting into 

lmb for all lmb and lmc must be completed first, and then the entries lmb
corresponding to the “redundant” relationships are set to zero. 

Following this, a projection overlay relationship digraph AG is 
defined which expresses the projection overlay relationship between 
fabrication features. A precedence relationship digraph BG is also 
defined which expresses the precedence relationship of the deposition 
order between fabrication features as follows.  
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where, AV and BV are sets of graph nodes. 

An example of
FFA , AG ,

FFB , BG is shown in Fig.7. All of the 
redundant edges in AG are deleted in BG . 

2.5.2 Process tree generation 
For process sequence generation, a new attribute to node ff and 

new sets of nodes ff are generated as follows: 

 Deposited attribute  },{: falsetrueFdeped F →  
This attribute expresses whether each node of BG has been depo-

sited or not. 

 Parent nodes set  )( jG ffP  
A set of iff the corresponding entry of which shows the prece-

dence relationship matrix 1=ijb for fabrication features jff . 

 Deposited nodes set  )( BGDed  
In BG , a set of iff the deposited attribute of the value )( iffdeped

is true . 

Fig.3 Process feature 

(a) falsegfsac =)(      (b) truegfsac =)(  

Fig.4 The relationship between process feature and sacrificial layer

 
Fig.5 Projection overlay relationship and its matrix 
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 Depositable nodes set  )( BGDcand  
In BG  , a set of iff the deposited attribute of the value 

falseffdeped i =)( and )()( BGDffP ediG ∈ . 

After defining the attribute and the sets, a new node s
iff is inserted 

between the node iff and the parent nodes )( iG ffP in BG . In this case, 
for the iff are only used the sacrificial layer attribute of the value

trueffSac i =)( . The inserted nodes are called sacrificial node s
iff , 

and other nodes in BG  are called structural node p
iff . 

Process sequence can be generated by changing the deposited 
attribute value )( iffdeped of each fabrication feature iff in BG . The 
transition of the deposited attribute state in BG is expressed by the tree 
structure model. The tree structure model is called the process tree. 

2.5.3 Exhaustive search for process sequence 
In order to express whether each node in BG has already been de-

posited at a certain point in the process sequence, a new digraph 
called state diagram iT is introduced. Each node of the diagram has a 
deposited attribute value )( iffdeped , and a difference in the attribute 
values of the diagram represents a different deposition state of the 
fabrication features which correspond to a node in the process tree. 

When building the process tree, an initial state 0T expressing a root 
of the tree is generated first. In 0T , the deposited attribute value

)( 0
pffdeped of a fabrication feature pff 0 belonging to substrate is set 

to be true, while those of the other features )( ffdeped are false. The 
deposited node set )( 0TDed only includes pff 0 . In a general state kT , 
one combination of the fabrication features included in the deposita-
ble node set )( mcand TD can only be built where mT is an immediate 
previous state of kT . When a certain combination of depositable fea-
tures }{ iff satisfying the condition has been selected, a state diagram

mT changes to the next state kT , the attribute values of )( iffdeped in
}{ iff changes to true and the features }{ iff are added to the current 

depositable node set )( kcand TD . A new node is added to the process 
tree as a result of the state change. If a different combination of fabri-
cation features can be built in kT , then all possible alternatives of the 
combinations can be selected in turn, and this introduces a branch in 
the process tree. By repeating this exhaustive search in depth first 
order until the deposited attribute values of all fabrication features are 
true, a complete process tree can be generated in the system. 

An example of the exhaustive search for a process tree is shown 
in Fig.8. Fig.8(a) shows a cross section of a device model composed 
of single material structural layers. Fig.8(b) shows the initial state 
diagram 0T . In state 0T , )( 0TDcand consists of pff1 and sff6 . Then, as 
shown in Fig.8(c), all possible next states 1T and 2T were derived by 
searching all combinations of the features iff included in )( 0TDcand , 
the material attribute values )( iffmat of which identical. The expan-
sion of the process tree is shown in Fig.8(d). A leaf of the tree is a 
state in which attribute values )( ffdeped of all nodes are true . Each 
unique route of the process tree corresponds to a difference process 
sequence. 

2.6 Redesigning the device model (A-4) 
A modified device model MS ′ is generated in this step according 

to the process sequences searched for in A-3. At the beginning of the 
generation, the solid of the substrate in SM is copied to the one in

MS ′ . Here, a deposition layer and a mask geometry corresponding 
to each process in the process sequence are estimated.  

The steps for redesigning the device model at a state transition
ji TT → is shown as the following i) ~ iv). In the steps, it is assumed 

that etching goes straight into the negative z-direction and removes 
layer portions made of a particular material that are uncovered with 
the resist film. 

i) A depositing fabrication feature set ),( jiing TTD is defined. This 
is a set of the fabrication features ff the deposited attribute val-
ue changes to be true at this state transition ji TT → . 

ii)   Estimation of actual deposition layer shapes. 
ii-a) If a structural node is deposited in the transition, the deposi-

tion layer with minimum thickness )( fft p is built on the al-
ready deposited layers in MS ′ . 

ii-b) If a sacrificial node is deposited in the transition, the deposi-
tion layer with minimum thickness )( ffts is built on the al-
ready deposited layers in MS ′ . 

iii)     Estimation of mask faces 
iii-a) If a structural node is deposited, a mask face set 

),( jiingmask TTDF = is generated. As shown in Fig.9(a), a 2D 
mask geometry is generated by Boolean subtraction of the 
geometry projected to the maskF from a substrate surface. 

iii-b) If a sacrificial node is deposited, a mask face set 
),( jiingmask TTDF ∈ is generated where the faces in maskF  are 

limited to be bottomfaces in the process features in the sacrif-
ical layer. Then, as shown in Fig.9(b), the edges which are 
boundaries of the bottomfaces in maskF  and are not shared by 
a middleface, are swept in minimum thickness )( ffts toward 
the direction vertical edge and parallel to the face. An mask 
geometry is obtained as a z-direction projected geometry of maskF  

 
 (a)A cross section of a device model (b) An initial state diagram 0T   

(c) A change of the state diagram  (d) Expansion of process tree 
Fig.8 A state diagram and a process tree 

Node color: black(deposited), red(depositing), white(undeposited) 

(a) Structural layer              (b) Sacrificial layer 

Fig.9 Mask face and deposited layer estimation 
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iv) The shape of the modified device model MS ′ is estimated by 

applying a sequence of geometric operations simulating etch-
ing of a process to MS ′ as Eq.(9).  

  ( ) omommasksm LSSLMS Û)ˆ(ˆ −−=′   (9) 

where smL is a set of the deposition layers and deposited lay-
ers the material attribute values of which are identical to the 
deposition layer’s ones, omL a set of the deposited layers the 
material attribute values of which are not identical to the de-
position layer’s ones, maskS a volume made by sweeping the 
mask geometry toward the z-direction, omS a swept volume 
of omL to z-direction, −̂Boolean difference and Û Boolean sum. 

By repeating the above steps i)-iv) and finally removing the sa-
crificial layers, the modified device model MS ′ , which is easier to 
fabricate than the initial one can be automatically obtained.  

3. A case study 
The proposed process planning system was implemented using Paraso-
lid[8] which is a commercial 3D solid modeling toolkit. Its solid model-
ing functions enabled effective implementation of the planning system.   

The effectiveness of the process planning system was verified by 
a case study for the device model of a micro-oxide-sensor[9]. The 
sensor is composed of layers made of Si3N4, Pt and ZrO2. Electrode 
and a heater are made of Pt, a chamber structure with a small orifice 
is made of Si3N4, and ZrO2 an ionic conductor of O= as shown in the 
initial device model Fig.10(a). The device model consists of five sol-
ids corresponding to the device layers.  

Our planning system detected 27 process features and derived 
three different process sequences. Fig.10(b) shows a change of the 3D 
geometries of the device in one process sequence with minimum 
fabrication processes, and Fig.10(c) is the modified device model for 
the initial model. The time required for this exhaustive search of the 
sequence took only 6 seconds in the system using a standard PC. 

By comparing Fig.10(a) to Fig.10(c), it was shown that the mod-
ified model Fig.10(c) had a small differences in shape near the elec-
trode and heater but kept all functions of the sensor included in the 
initial device model unchanged. This could be fabricated more easily 
than Fig.10(a).   

To verify the correctness of the derived process sequence from 
our planning system, MemsONE[4] was used. The process sequence 
and a set of the mask geometries derived from the planning system 
were inputted into the simulator, and MemsONE, and the change of 
the estimated 3D geometries of the device model during the step by 
step processes was outputted in MemsONE. By comparing the 
change of geometries of the model from the simulator and that from 
our planning system, it was verified that our derived process sequence 
could realize the 3D geometries of the modified device model.  

From these results, basic functionality, effectiveness and efficien-
cy of the proposed process planning algorithm for MEMS devices 
have been verified. 

4. Conclusions and future works 

A prototype of a new 3D process planning system for MEMS de-
vice manufacturing was developed in the paper. The search algorithm 
for all possible process sequences using the feature recognition tech-
nique in a 3D device model was proposed. A redesign algorithm of 
modifying some portions of the device model into easier ones to be 
fabricated was also proposed.  A case study of process planning for a 
micro oxide sensor indicated that the derived process plan and rede-
signed model based on the algorithms were plausible and that the 
planning could be finished in a short time. 

However, a small number of irrelevant process sequences were 
still derived from the system which did not fit constrains on deposi-
tions and etchings. Therefore, in our future works, the function that 
can precisely eliminate these irrelevant sequences will be added to the 
system. And furthermore, the function that can treat fabrication 
processes other than surface micromachining will also be realized. 
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